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HEADLINE:

Unprecedented anti-Trump protests led by women

Who:

Hundreds of thousands of women

What:

Filled the streets of major American cities to lead an unprecedented wave of international
protests against President Donald Trump, mocking and denouncing the new U.S. leader the
day after his inauguration.

When:

Sunday

Where:

Washington

Why:

Women activists, outraged by Trump's campaign rhetoric and behavior they found to be
especially misogynistic, spearheaded scores of marches in the United States and sympathy
rallies around the world on Saturday. The demonstrations also highlighted strong discontent
over Trump's comments and policy positions toward a wide range of groups, including
Mexican immigrants, Muslims, the disabled and environmentalists.

Source:

Reuters by Scott Malone and Ginger Gibson

HEADLINE:

Israel approves hundreds of settlement homes in East Jerusalem

Who:

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

What:

Has told senior ministers he is lifting restrictions on settlement building in East Jerusalem
immediately after the city's municipal government approved permits for the building of
hundreds of new homes in the area

When:

Announced on Sunday

Where:

Jerusalem

Why:

“There is no longer a need to coordinate construction in the Jewish neighborhoods in East
Jerusalem. We can build where we want and as much as we want. My vision is to enact
sovereignty over all the settlements,” the statement also said."

Source:

Reuters by Ali Sawafta

HEADLINE:

Philippines’ Duterte stands by his police chief amid resignation calls

Who:

Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte

What:

Has stood by his police chief after calls for him to resign over the alleged killing of a South
Korean businessman by police officers at the national police headquarters.

When:

Sunday

Where:

Manila

Why:

A number of lawmakers, including Duterte's ally, House Speaker Pantaleon Alvarez, have
called on Dela Rosa to step down after several officers were charged with kidnapping and
killing Jee Ick-joo inside the headquarters in October. Rights groups say abuses of police
power are rampant and accuse police of killing suspected drug dealers as part of Duterte's
narcotics crackdown.

Source:

Reuters by Karen Lema
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What is 5W?
5W (who, what, when, where, why) is an information gathering technique. It collects
the most important information that forms the framework of an essay or news story.
5W should always be strong enough to stand alone, read in isolation and understood.
If you can’t understand it then you haven’t collected all the facts (or the right facts).

Will the 5W technique help me to become a better writer?
Yes. The purpose of these daily 5W drills is to help you identify key facts. The more
drills you do, the better you will become at identifying key information.
If you learn to include or dismiss who, what, when, where, why (5W) in every essay,
then you’ll always answer the question.
5W also assists in the critical thinking process.
Note: ‘who’ means ‘subject’. Who can be a person, a place or a thing.
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